January 20, 2019

WORKSHOP

The Leadership Mastery Series
The Power of You!

Based on the success of our first online cohort, NYSCATE is excited to,
once again, offer Leadership Mastery: The Power of You!.

EVENT DETAILS

•
Break through the endless cycle of negative moods and resistance
that sap so much of your energy.

Online

•

SCHEDULE

Realize your vision and goals and help others achieve theirs.

•
Take time to focus on you, and to take care of the parts of you that
are essential to being an effective leader.

January 20, 2019
7 week course

Week 1

Noticing

Week 2

Purpose

Week 3

Gifts

"I found this course to be inspiring and rejuvenating!”

Week 4

Tendencies

“I loved the personalized attention and immediate feedback!”

Week 5

Relationships

Week 6

Resilience

Week 7

Conflict

Leadership Mastery: The Power of You!, is seven week, CTLE approved,
online course, designed with the busy educator in mind. This is a chance to
join a cohort of like minded colleagues, a caring tribe with a ‘no colleague
left behind’ spirit. We’ll build your confidence and help you discover the
powerful leadership presence that is you.

Your Mission, if you choose to accept it, is over the 7 weeks of the course,
to discover your own power and cultivate a leadership presence that
others respect, trust, and follow, so that you can achieve your vision, goals,
and objectives, help others achieve theirs, and create the amazing schools
our children deserve.
Meet Your Instructor
Pete Reilly is an author, speaker, consultant, and educator who has
devoted his professional life to empowering students, teachers,
and administrators to fully utilize their unique gifts and talents.

ONLINE COURSE LAYOUT

REGISTER TODAY

$299 Included all materials

− Each course in the series contains (7) modules, with each module
composed of two hours of reading, video, discussions, and practices. The
course represents (15) hours of work, and three virtual (Skype/Zoom)
face to face meetings, delivered over a seven week period.

Register today here:

nyscate.org/POY2019

Learn more at nyscate.org/conference
8 Airport Blvd.
Latham, NY 12110

(800) 479-4830 (PHONE)
(518) 786-3983 (FAX)

